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detWeise,Freudusesi tagaininhis let terofApr i lz4, lSgg,andinhis, ,Autobiograph-
ical Study" (S.E. zo:13)'  Fl iess uses i t-on p' Sq of his Vom. Leben undTod'

3. Freud is thinking of Goethe,r,,sprrr-"h. in Reimen." The passage is commented

on by Schonau (1968, PP' 8o-83) '

4. This quote f ro-'firgif 's ieneid-is treated at length in Schonau (1968' pp' 6t -731:

,,If I cannot bend the higher powers, r *liirnou. the inf ernal regions'" It was usedby

Freud on the t i t le page of his book on dreams (cf '  S'E' 5:6o8)'
- '  

; ih; quotation i I  from Goethe' Zahmen Xenien' 9"22"

Cut it shortl
On doomsdaY it  won't be worth

See Schonau i r968, PP'  8z-84) '

Periodicity and Self-Analysis

af

December 6, t$g6
Dear Wilhelm,

Today, after having for once enjoyed the full measure of work and
earnings that I need for my well-being (ten hours and a hundred
florins), I am dead tired and mentally fresh; I shall try to give you a
simple report on the latest bit of speculation.

As you know, I am working on the assumption that our psychic
rnechanism has come into being by a process of stratif ication: the
material present in the form of memory traces being subjected from
time to time to a rearrangement in accordance with fresh cir-
cumstan to a retranscription. Thus what is essentially new
about my theory is the thesis that memory is present not once but
several t imes over, that it is laid down in various kinds of indica-
tions. I postulated a similar kind of rearrangement some time ago
(Aphasial for the paths leading from the periphery [of the body to
the cortexl. I do not know how many of these registrations there
are - at least three, probably more. This is shown in the following
schematic picture, which assumes that the different registrations
are also separated (not necessarily topographically) according to the
neurones which are their vehicles. This assumption may not be
necessary, but it is the simplest and is provisionally admissible.
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W lWaltrnehmungen (percept ions)]  are neurones in which per-
cr 'Pf  i  1111,t  or ig in: t tc,  to which c<lnsci<l t rsncss at t : lchcs,  htr t  which in
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themselves retain no trace of what has happened. For cons ciousness

and memory are mutuallY exclusive.

Wz lWahrnehmungszeichen (indication of perception)] is the

first registration of the perceptions; it is quite incapable of con-

sciousness and is arrangld aciording to associations by simulta-

neity.
Ub lUnbewusstsein (unconsciousness)l is the second registration,

arranged according to other, perhaps causal, relations' Ub traces

woulJ perhaps 
"ott.tpond 

to conceptual memories; equally inac-

cessible to consciousness.
vb lvorbewusstsein (preconsciousness)l is the third transcrip-

tion, attached to word pi.t.ttttt ion and corresponding to our offi-

cial ego. The cathexes proceeding from this Vb become conscious

"""ording 
to certain rules; and this secondary thought conscious-

ness is subsequent in time and is probably l inked to the hallucina-

tory activation of word presentations, so that the neurones of con-

sciousness would once again be perceptual neurones and in

themselves without memory.

If I could give a complete account of the psychological character-

istics of p"rception and of the three registrations, I should have

described a new psychology. Some material for this is at hand, but

that is not mY Present intention'

I should l ike to emphasize the fact that the successive registra-

tions represent the piychic achievement of successive epochs of

l ife. At the boundary between two such epochs a translation of the

psychic material must take place. I explain the peculiarit ies of the

psy"hot euroses by supposing that this translation has not taken

p1""" in the case of some of the material, which has certain conse-

qrr.rr."t. For we hold firmly to a belief in a tendency toward quanti-

tative adjustment. Every later transcript inhibits its predecessor and

drains the excitatory process from it. If alater transcript is lacking,

the excitation is dealt with in accordance with the psychological

laws in force in the earlier psychic period and along the paths open

at that t ime. Thus an anachronism persists: in a particular province,

fueros' are sti l l  in force; we are in the presence of "survivals."

A failure of translation - this is what is known clinically as " re-

pression." The motive for it is always a release of the unpleasure

ih"t *o.rld be generated by a translation; it is as though this unplea-

sure provokes a disturbance of thought that does not permit the

work of  t ranslat ion.
Within one and the same psychic phase, and among rcgistrrr t ions
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of the same kind, a notmal defense makes itself felt owing to a
generation of unpleasure. But pathological defense occurs only
against a memory trace from an earlier phase that has not yet been
translated.

It cannot be due to the magnitude of the release of unpleasure if
the defense succeeds in bringing about repression. we often strug-
gle in vain precisely against memories involving the severest un-
pleasure. So we arrive at the following account. If an event A, when
it was a current one/ aroused a certain amount of unpleasure/ then
the mnemic registration of it, A I or A II, has a means of inhibit ing
the release of unpleasure when the memory is reawakened. The
more often the memory recurs, the more inhibited does the release
finally become. There rs one case/ however, in which the inhibit ion
is insufficient. If A, when it was current/ released a particular un-
pleasure, and if when it is reawakened it releases fresh unpleasure,
then this cannot be inhibited. In this case the memory is behaving as
though it were some current event. This case can occur only with
sexual events, because the magnitudes of the excitations which
these release increase of themselves with time (with sexual develop-
ment) .

Thus a sexual event in one phase acts in the next phase as though it
were a current one and is accordingly uninhibitable. What deter-
mines pathological defense (repression) is therefo re the sexual na-
ture of the event and its occurrence in an earlier phase,

Not all sexual experiences release unplexsure; most of them re-
lease pleasure. Thus the reproduction of most of them is l inked with
uninhibitable pleasure. An uninhibitable pleasure of this kind con-
stitutes a compu.lsion, One therefore is led to the following theses.
If a sexual experience is remembered in a different phase, a release
of pleasure is accompanied by compulsion and a release of unplea-
sure by repression. In both cases the translation into the indications
of the new phase seems to be inhibi ted (?).

Now, clinical experience acquaints us with three groups of sexual
psychoneuroses - hysteria, obsessional neurosis, and paranoia;
rrnd it teaches us that the repressed memories relate to what was
current -  .

in the case of hysteria, between the ages of ri and 4;
of  obsessional  neurosis between 4 and 8;
and of  paranoia between 8 and 14.

I l t r t  bcforc the age of  4 there is no repression yet;  so the psychic
1rt ' r iot ls oi  r lcvcloprncnt ancl  thc sexual  phases do not coincide.
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The following small diagram belongs here:

Wz
Upto4

Wz*Ub
Upto8

Wz*Ub+Vb
Up to 14-I5 Ditto

Hvsteria current Compulsion Repressed in Wz

Obsessional
neurosis

Current Repressed in Ub
indications

Paranoia Current Repressed in Vb
indications

Perversion current Current Compulsion
(current)

Repression impossible
or not attempted

For another consequence of premature Sexual experiences iS per-

version, of which the determinant seems to be that defense either

does not occur before the psychic apparatus is completed or does

not occur at all.
So much for the superstructure. Now for an attempt to set it on its

organic foundations. What has to be explained is why sexual experi-

enies, which when they were current generated pleasure, should,

when they are remembered from a different phase, generate un-

pleasure in some people and persist as a compulsion in others. In the

ior-.t case they must evidently be releasing at a later time an

unpleasure that was not released to begin with.

One must also trace the derivation of the different epochs, psy-

chological and sexual. You have taught me to recognLze the latter as

special multiples of the z8-day female period.r

rooft : ll years, in additi ot zon : r year | 6| months

z}on: r5 years 5 On :3 years/  IO months

If I assume that all observed periods are such multiples, then on the

one hand the z3-day period remains unutil ized, and on the other

hand, it remains unexplained why psychic and sexual phases do ntlt

coincide (4 yearst ,  and why sometimes perversion and at  t l ther t i tncs

neurosis develops.

rl
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so I am trying to introduce the notion that it is a male z3-d,aysubsrance the release of which pldy;-.;"pi.rrrr. in both sexes, and
lrirX.o"t 

substance the release of which'is experienced as unprea_

I then note that I can accou,nt jor all,psychic periods as murtiplesof 4-day periods (n) if r incrude in ti"'c-arculation rhe period ofgestat ion (276 days: nnl.
3 X nn: rj years
6 X nn: 3]  years

tz X nn: b 'years
18 X nn: 12; years
zr X nn : 14: years
24 X rzn : rZ years

This would mean that psychlc. development occurs according toz3[-day] periods, which would t"-.riri" 
-ro 

multiples of 3, 6,12, , 24, in which case the duodecimal system would becomeeffective. The unit would in each 
"rr. 

b. ihe period of gestation,which equals roTt-or nn (approximately)- Th; only result wourd bethat psychic development wo"rd progr.J, irr r".oraance with murti_ples of 3, 6, rz oj th9 same, *t.r!"r;ir;;;d of gestation equalsrztt; and sexual deveropment woula pro"JJ 
"."orairrg 

to the multi_ples of 5, ro, zo, whereas this time irruoli ronTwo things are noteworthy: 1r1 th"iio. orr.ni" development, theintrauterine time must be included in trr.'.rr..rlation, otherwise itwill not work; whereas for sexual deverop-."r, the carculation canonly start with birth. This is reminiscent of the circumstance thatduring pregnancy there occurs an accumulation of some zg_daysubstance that is released onry at bir-th; Lriirr"i ,rre zg_day periods aresummated more rarery and mor" rrighty ,rrr' the z3-day ones/ asthough the higher develop-.n, of hil-a'bJrrg, were dependenton this characteristic (shame, morality). 
- -l

The two types of phases thus would interlock as follows:+

2Il

Psych.

The fact that there are more psychic phases would fit very weilwi th Iny lssulnpt ion c l f  st i l l  fur t i rcr  t r . r , r ' l . t i , - ,  . , ,a in. .v i r t i . .s  , f
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the psychic apparatus. One can also see that the summation in the

.o.rir. of l i fe encompasses ever-greater units of t ime.

In order to account for why the outcome [of premature sexual

experiencel is sometimes perversion and sometimes neurosis, I

"rr"il 
myself of the bisexuality of all human beings. In a purely male

being there would be a surplus of male release at the two sexual

boundaries as well - that is, pleasure would be generated and con-

sequently perversion; in purely female beings there would be a

suiplus of unpleasurable substance at these times. In the first phases

the releases would be parallel: that is, they would produce a normal

surplus of pleasure. This would explain the preference of true fe-

males for neuroses of defense.
In this way the intellectual nature of males would be confirmed

on the basis of your theorY.
Finally, I cannot suppress the conjecture that the distinction be-

tween neurasthenia and anxiety neurosis, which I detected clini-

cally, is connected with the existence of the two z3-day and z8-day

substances.
Besides the two which I postulate here, there might be several of

each kind.
It seems to me more and more that the essential point of hysteria

is that it results from perversion on the part of the seducer, and

more and more that heredity is seduction by the father. Thus an

alternation emerges between generations:

rst generation - Perversion
znd generation- hysteria, and consequent steri l i ty.

Occasionally there is a metamorphosis within the same individual:

perverse during the age of vigor and then , aftet a period of anxiety,

hysterical. Accordingly, hysteria is not repudiated sexuality but

rather r epudiated p erv er sion.
Furthermore, behind this l ies the idea of abandoned etotogenic

zones.That is to say, during childhood sexual release would seem to

be obtainable from a great many parts of the body, which at alater

time are able to release only the z8[-day] anxiety substance and not

the others. In this differentiation and limitation [would thus l ie]

progress in culture, and moral as well as individual development.

A hysterical attack is not a discharge but an action; and it retains

the original characteristic of every action - of being a means to thc

reproduction of pleasure. That, at least, is what it is fundamentally;

apaft from this it puts forward all kinds of other reasons to thc

preconscious. Thus patients who have had something scxual clonc

to them rn s leep have at tacks of  s leep. They go to s lccp again in
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order to experience the same thing and often provoke a hysterical
fainting fit in that way.

Attacks of drzzrness and fits of weeping - all these are aimed at
another person- but mostly at the prehistoric, unforgettable other
person who is never equaled by anyone later. Even the chronic
symptom of a pathological desire to l ie in bed is explained in the
same way. One of my patients sti l l  whimpers in his sleep as he did
long ago (in order to be taken into bed by his mother, who died when
he was zz months old). Attacks never seem to occur as an "intensi-
fied expression of emotion."

A fragment from my daily experience: One of my patients, in
whose history her highly perverse father plays the principal role, has
a younger brother who is looked upon as a common scoundrel. One
day the latter appears in my office to declare, with tears in his eyes/
that he is not a scoundrel but is i l l , with abnormal impulses and
inhibit ion of wil l. He also complains, entirely as an aside, about
what surelv are nasal headaches. I direct him to his sister and
brother-in-law, whom he indeed visits. That evening the sister calls
me because she is in an agitated state. Next day I learn that after her
brother had left, she had an attack of the mosr dreadful headaches
- which she otherwise never suffers from. Reason: the brother told
her that when he was rz years old, his sexual activity consisted in
kissing (l icking) the feet of his sisters when they were undressing at
night. In association, she recovered from her unconscious the mem-
ory of a scene in which (at the age of 4) she watched her papa, in the
throes of sexual excitement, l icking the feet of a wet nurse. In this
way she surmised that the son's sexual preferences stemmed from
the father; that the latter also was the seducer of the former. Now
she allowed herself to identify with him and assume his headaches.
She could do this, by the way, because during the same scene the
r:rving father hit the child (hidden under the bed) on the head with
his boot.

The brother abhors all perversity, whereas he suffers from com-
pulsive impulses. That is to say, he has repressed certain impulses
which are replaced by others wi th compulsions. This is,  in general ,
t  I rc sccret  of  compulsive impulses. I f  he could be perverse, he would
lrc hcal thy,  l ike the father.s

I t  is  intercst ing that the calculat ion by successive summation
v r t ' l t ls  r tothi  ng,  rcgarcl lcss of  whether or not the intrauter ine per iod
r\  n l ( i r r t lc ' t l  i r r  thc cr t lc t r l l t t ions.
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I . IzN :T

-r

3X nn :37
T-

6Xnn:97
+
n X nn: ztT
r27t :

+
Xnn :47

X nn : roT : 7 years * 6 months

n X nn : zzT : 16: years

It works only if the intrauterine nn are included in the calcula-
tion and in the total summation, as in the last letter.5 This must have
some significance, don't you think?

I am very glad they did not see more in your lecture. So one can
just quietly go on cursing them; they are a rather stupid bunch and
should leave us alone.

Now a private matter: Oscar and Melanie visited us and made a
good impression. I cannot help but l ike him again. I do not want to
ask you explicit ly about the truth of a rumor which connects Marie
B. with Robert Br., but merely indicate that I know about it. I wish
them all the best, only I am quite certain that I do not want to meet
the Breuer clan. I am fully occupied, ten to eleven hours a day, and
correspondingly well, but almost hoarse. Is that excessive strain on
the vocal cords or aneurysm?z No reply needed either. The best
thing is to take old Candide's advice: travail lel sans raisonner.

I really know nothing about a spontaneous resolution of pupil lary
paralysis in tabes and doubt that something can be found. It is of
course a priori very improbable. Certainly, phosphorus?

I have now adorned my room with plaster casts of Florentine
statues. It was a source of extraordinary invigoration for me; I am
thinking of getting rich, in order to be able to repeat these trips. A
congress on I ta l ian soi l !  (Naples,  Pompei i . )

Most cordial greetings to you all.

Your
Sigm.

I I .

: 276 days (intrauterine)

: zyears * 3 months (extrauterine)

:6years*gmonths

: r5 years * 9 months
g months

: 3 years1
f

+
6
+
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r .  Bawussts ein,  or  "consciousness."
z. A fuero was an ancient Spanish law stil l in effect in some particular city or

province, guaranteeing that region's immemorial privileges.

3. Freud uses the Greek letter n for "period."

4.  In the diagrarn T stands for Tragzei t ,  the per iod of  gestat ion.

5.  See Three Essays ontheTheory of  Sexual i ty:  "Thus symptoms are formed in
part at the cost of abnormal sexuality i rlortrosos ate, so to say, the negative of perver-

s ions" (S.E. 7:165).  See also let ters of  fanuary rr  and |anuary 24, 1897, and S.E. 7:5o.
6. Freud seems to be referring to an earlier portion of this letter, perhaps written at

a different time, rather than to the preceding letter.

7 . Anf ange reads Angstneurose, but the manuscript clearly has Aneurysm, a mor-
bid di latat ion of  an arterv.

Vienna, December 17, 1896
Dear Wilhelm,

I guessed the cause of your delay [in writ ing] and could sti l l  notice
from your letter that you had had a bad period, which I hope is now
past. I am very satisfied, however, with the reception of my fanta-
sies. I know that you put them in the right place, pursue these
viewpoints further, and regard me neither as a fantasist because I
report on such unfinished things/ nor as a fool who for this reason
believes himself to be above scrutiny and correction. These are
syntheses and working hypotheses,'which I trust we may exchange
between the two of us without concern. My inner ioy in suddenly
being struck by an idea obviously was related not to the latent
proofs but to finding a common ground for the work we share. I
hope it wil l go so far that we can jointly build something definit ive
on it, and thereby blend our contributions to the point where our
individual property is no longer recognizable. After all, I can collect
facts only in the psychic sphere, you in the organological one; the
in-between areas wil l require a hypothesis.

I cannot refrain from writ ing down for you, without proper
order, some further facts and ideas. With regard to thrusts in psy-
chic development we have the calculation based oD 3, 6, rz multiples
of the gestation period; however, it may be possible to try another
onc that f its better with the characteristics of a process of accumu-
lrr t ion.  Namely,  the summation would be calculated, not f rom the
bcginning, but start ing wi th each breakthrough. Thus, rT,  next pe-
r ior l  f rorn thcn on, 3T ( total  4) ;  next  per iod f rom then on, 6T ( total
roTl ,  r t r t t l  so ior th.


